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To all whom it may concern:
Beit known that I, RUDoLF EICKIEMEYER,
of the city of Yonkers, in the county of West
*chester and State of New York, have inwented
certain new and useful Improvements in Sew

hat-work, and is designed to locate the out

side stitch-line suficiently above the exterior
junction of side crown and brim to enable the
outside stitch-line to be covered by the hat
band. This portion of my invention consists
ing-Machines; and I do hereby declare that in a work-plate, having two faces, rectangular
the following specification, taken in connec to each other, and a needle, which moves in a
tion with the drawingsfurnished and forming line with or parallel to a line bisecting thean

gle of the work-plate, in combination with a
with the faces of the work-plate, which presses
equally on both faces, and which moves to and
from the work-plate in a line parallel with the
path of the needle.
the special service ofstitchingsweat and other Another portion of my invention relates ex
clusively to hat-work; and consists of sucha
linings into hats.
|
. .
i One portion of my invention consists in construction of the work-plate, adjacent to
axially mounting the entire mechanism in a the feeding-dog and presser-foot, that a stiff,
brim of a hat will not be undu?y bent
fralne, which is supported by and piwoted up curled
on a transverse main driving-shaft, so that during the stitching of a sweat-lining into the
i tle machine may be operated as is usual with hat. This nowel construction, briefy stated,
sewing-machines, or at will be thrown back consists in a work-plate, having a front face
ward and made to operate while in an inclined for supporting the side crown, and a narrow
position. This feature is of great practical i rear face for supporting the brim, mounted
upon a standard, which projects above the
value in connection with hat-work, and is also driving-shaft,
and contains or supports the
of value in many other connections, as there feeding and the
stitch - forming mechanism,
by, for instauce, an operative may runa power wherely a free open
space is afforded at the
machine with equalfacility, whether seated on
rear of the standard, between the driving
a chair, as usual, or in a standing position.
Another portion of my invention relates to shaft and the rear face of the work-plate, for
single-thread stitching mechanism; and it con the reception of a stiff, curled brim.
Another portion of my invention relates ex
sists in the combination, with a cast-off of a || clusively
to hat-work, and is designed to pro
complex looper, composed of two lhooks, which wide a work-plate
which may be adjusted so
project in opposite directions, are united to
each other, are vibrated together, and areso | as to support hats with crowns of various
ii arrangel
that one book performs the well | forms, and also to facilitate the guiding of the
known function of a looper for drawing out a hat to the stitching mechanism. This feature
loop from the needle, and the otherhook op consists in the combination, with the main:
i erates as a spreading and controlling device, work-plate, of an auxiliary Wórk-plate, mount
| for opening the loop and carrying its lower ed adjustably on the frame of the machine, so.
eld past the path of the needle, and for main i that it may be set in any desired position with
taining control of the loop after the cast-off i relation to the main work-plate.
has cleared it from the looper-book, aud then i Anotherfeature of my inventionalsorelates
releasing it while the looper-hook is drawing jexclusively to hat-work, andis designed to ena
out a succeeding loop. This featureis of gen ble the machine to stitch a turned lining, as
eral value in single-thread machines employ i wellaslinings whicharenotturned afterstitch
This feature consists in an attachable
ing a wibrating hook or looper; but it las a i ing.
special value in machines of this class which presser-foot, which is prowided with two com
and ai intermediate, space be
are adapted to hat-work, involving the stitch pressing-faces,
ing of heavy sweat-linings into full stiff hats. tween the two for the reception of the sweat
Another feature of my invention relates to i lining. It is also provided with a transwerse
| apart of the same, is a true, clear, and com
plete description of my invention and of ma
chines embodying my improvements.
Certain features of my invention are appli
cable to machines adapted to generalservice,
and otherfeaturesare only adapted toperform

presser-foot, having faces which correspond
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slot, having an opem end, which serves as a
guide for the edge of the lining which is ad
jacent to the needle.
M
Other minor features of my invention will
be hereafter definitely set forth.
Sewilg-machines heretofore used for stitch
ingsweat-liningsinto hatshave failed in many
respects to meet the requirements of the art.
As an instance, I will state that when linings
arestitcheuinto hats with curled brimsby any
of those machines, it is necessary to turn or
bend the brim down closely in order that it
may clear the work-plate and the stitching
mechanism, whereby the stiff of the hat and
its shape is always more or less impaired.
Again, machines for this purpose, as hereto
fore constructed, have either had only a ca
pacity to stitch the lining at the edge with a
i falicy stitch, orthrough and through from the
froutside of the lining in plainstitching, leav
ing the line of stitches in each caseinfull view,
or, on the other hand, a capacity forstitching
a lining from its rear side, so that it could be
subsequently turned, and thereby conceal the
line of stitches.

.. "

So far as my knowledge extends, no ma
chine prior to my present invention has pos
sessed the double capacity of performing
| either service when desired, nor the capacity
to operate on hats with curled brims without
bending or flattening said brims.
To more particularly describemy invention,
I will refer to the accompanying dräwings, of
which there are three Sheets.
Figure 1, Sheet 1, represents one of my ma
| chines in side view, with a portion ofits table
or stand in section. Fig, 2 represents a por

i tion of the Work-plate and presser-foot im sec
i tion, and the needle-bar and needle in rela
tive position as if operating upom a hat shown
partially im section, and a lining which is be
ing Stitched directly through its face to the
hat. Fig. 3 represents, in perspective, the
presser-foot shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 repre
sents the work-plate, presser-foot, and needle,
|as if Stitching a lining, which is to be subse
quently turned. Fig. 5 represents, in top view,
the presser-foot shown in Fig 4. Fig. 6,
Sheet 2, represents the machine infront wiew,
with the adjustable auxiliary work-plate re
moved. Fig. 7 represents theupperandlower
portions of the machine im section on line w
w, Fig, 1, and also represents the looping
mechanism as wiewed from the rear of the
work-plate. Fig. 8 represents the machine in
lateral vertical section on line y 2, Fig, 1.
Fig. 9 represents the needle-bar detached and
i insection. Fig. 10 represents, im side view

view. Fig. 18, Sheet 3, represents, in side

view, a sewing-machine embodying my novel
stitching mechanism adaptedto ordinaryserw
ice, with a flat work-plate of the usual form.
Fig. 17 represents the same in frontend view.
Fig. 16 represents the same in rear end view,
with the driving - wheel removed from the
main shaft. Fig. 19 represents the looper
and spreading-hook detached, in top view.
Fig. 20 represents the spreading-hook and its
axis detached, in front and edge views. Fig.
21 represents the looper detached, in front
and edge view. Fig. 22 represents the cast-off
detached, in front and edge views.
It is to be understood that my machine, in
practice, ismounted upon a bench or table,
as at A, and arranged to be operated by a
treadle or other well-known driving mech
anism.
In Fig.1 the form of the frameat Bis clearly
shown. Itresemblesin outlinetheletter G, and.
is composed of cast metal. The frame islater
ally recessed for the reception of the opera
tive mechanism, as is clearly shown in Figs. 1,
7, and 8. Theentiremachineismounted upon
a transversenain driving-shaft, as at U, which
is embraced within a neck or sleeve, a, cast.
solid with the frame, as clearly indicated in
Fig. 8. This sleeve serves as a trunnion for
the frame, and permits it to assume any de
sired position, and it is securely held therein
by a set-screw, as ata", in the housing of this
sleeve, as indicated in Fig.8. The main driv
ing-shaft has at its inner end a bevel-gear, b,
which meshes with a bevel-gear, c, on the
counter driving-shaft d, which is mounted in
bearings attached to the frame. Motion isim
parted to the needle-bar D from the counter
shaft by means of the cranke, rod frock-shaft
g, with a lever at each end, and the link h,
which connects the lever h" at the front end
of the rock-shaft with the needle-bar. The
needle-bar operating rock-shaft g has an ad
justable screw-center at each end, as at g',
thereby securing a bearinghaving a minimum
offriction and a capacity for readily taking
up wear, thereby securingat all timesa smooth:
and easy motion of the needle-bar. The shaft
d, which operates the needle-bar, the feeding
and the looping mechanism, is referred to by
me herein as a * counter-shaft,” and also as a
*driving - shaft” in contradistinction to the
transverse main driving. shaft C, on which
the entire machine is mounted. The feeding
mechanism and the stitch - forming mechan
ism are mounted upom the base or standard
q, which extends upward above the driving
shaft d, and on the top of this standard or
base the work-plate ismounted. The feeding
mechanism is operated by the counter-shaft
d, by means of a cam, i, which lifts and vibrates
the feed-bar E in its forwardorfeeding move
ment. The barisguided by means ofa verti
cal slot and a piwoted guide-block, as at i”.
The downward and backward movement of
the feed-baris effected by means of the spring

and detached, the looper, the auxiliary book,
theiraxis, a lewerby wlich they arevibrated,
and the cast-off. Fig. 11 represents, in edge
view, the devices shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 12
represents the looper in side view and de
tached. Fig. 13 represents the spreading
hookin side view and detached. Fig. 14 rep
i Fig,
resents
the cast-offinside
detached.
15 represents
the mainviewand
work-plate
in top i i”. The adjusting-screwat k, Fig, 7, regulates
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the length of the Stitch by limiting the back

ward movement of the feed-bar. Abent plate,
at*, is secured to the frame, and passes to
the rear of the feed-baradjacent to the guide
blocki, which, by contactwith the bar, serwes
to maintain it in position. The feed-bar dog
has two serrated surfaces for engaging with
the side crown and the brim at their exterior

junction.

•

i

3

provide formaintaining a curled brimintact
while stitching a sweat-lining. It is to be
observed, at Fig. 1, for instance, that the
counter-shaft dextends through the front base
q of the frame, which is, In practice, in a full
sizedmachine, only aboutone-halfinchin thick
ness. By reason of this extension of the coun
ter-shaft the operative connecting devices be
tween it and the looperare located in front of
the base, and this mecessitates at the rear of
the base or standard q the occupation of a
space only suficient to accommodate the feed
bar and looper.
L
Iu practice, these last-named parts, with
the front base q of the frame, occupy a space
of about one and one-quarter inch, measur
ing from the front of the base to the rear.
It will also be observed that the work-plate
G is well elevated on the standard q abowe
the lower portion of the frame, and that there
is a free open space below and surrounding

The stitch-forming devices, which operate
in conjunction with the needle, are also oper
ated by the counter-shaft D, which extends
through the fralne at the front, and has a
crank, d' at its outer end, clearly shown in
Fig 6. The crank d”, by means ofa link, d”,
isconnected with the hub-lever d*, wbich is
connected by a set-screw with a rock-shaft, l,
on the opposite orrearend of which the looper
ismounted. The looper Fisclearly shown in
Working position, and is also illustrated in
detail on Sheet 2. It is composed of the vi
brating looper-hook m (similar to others here. the rear edge of the work-plate for the recep
tofore in use) and the nowel spreading-hook tion of even a wery wide curled brim. This
n, These hooks projectin opposite directions, elevation of the work-plate is practically ef.
and are Secured to each other, side by side, on fected by reason of the feeding mechanism,
the same rock-shaft l. The working-point of and the looping orother Stitch-forming mech.
the spreading-hook is curved toward the coin anism being wholly mounted upom the stand
| cident side of the looper-link, and is closely ard, and connected with the driving-shaft by
adjacent thereto, so that the thread of the suitable communicating mechanism, and it
loop between the looper-hook and the spread will be seen that the feed-bar and a wibrating
ing-hook will, as the loop is drawn out, be looper or hook may readily be mounted on
carried outside said curved point, and so en and supported by the elewated standard, but
able the spreading-hook at the return move | that a revolving hook mounted on a revolv
ment to freely enter the loop and open it. * ing shaft, as heretofore, could not be practi
The cast-off is shown at o. It is fixedly cally employed with the elevated standard,
mounted on an arm which is secured to a sta because the great length of the hook required
tionary sleeve, im which the looper rock-shaft would necessarily involve the manipulation
lis located. The looper and cast-off, with the by a take-up of an excessive length of thread.
rock-shaft and its lever, all in their proper It will be seen, therefore, that it is impor
relative positions, areshown detached in Figs. tant that the stitch-forming mechanism which
10 and 11, and the looper-hook m, spreading is located below the work- plate should be
hook n, and cast-off 0, are shown in detail in mounted upon or supported by the standard,
Figs. 12, 13, and 14, respectively. The pecu instead of being mounted upon or supported
liar operation of these parts will be hereafter by the driving-shaft, as is usual in sewing
i machines.
| fully described.
*
The tension devices and take-up are clearly The work-plate shown in Fig. 15is provided
shown in Fig, 1. The thread passes from the with the usual openings for the serrated faces
spool, through an eye, thence between spring of the feed-bar, and for the needle. Ithasa
disks, thence through an eye on the needle front face at rand a rear face ats. (Shown
bar, tlence through the take-up eye in the im side view in Fig. , and in section in Figs.
tension-spring p, thence upward through a 2 and 4, and in top wiewat Fig 15.) The front
Second eye on the needle-bar, and from thence face r has a bearing-surface of considerable
through the eye of the needle. The tensiou area, and it is concave to conform generally
spring lever pis secured to the frame of the with the exterior of a hat-body. At the junc
machine, and extends through a central ver tion of the two faces of the work - plate the
tical slot, at p", in the needle-bar, shown in edge is well rounded, although the line of
Fig. 8. The tension-leweris forced downward. either face is at right angles to the line of the
by its spring, and limited in its upward move other, as shown in Fig.2. The needle in its
ment by the cross-bar p°, which is cushioned movement bisects the angle of the work-plate,
to prewent undue noise in operation. The although similar results will be attained if the
two thread-eyes on the needle-bar are formed, angle benot truly bisected, provided the path
ofone piece of wire, and are secured by means of the needle be in a line which is parallel
of a screw inserted in the upper end of the with the path of the needle, as here shown,
but advanced tlerefrom toward the front face
bar, as shown in Fig. 9.
I will next describe those peculiarities of of the plate. The rear face 8 is convex in its
construction and arrangement of the work outline, as shown in Fig 15.
M

plate andotthe mechanism beneath it, which i H denotesian auxiliary work-plate. (Shown

- 4.
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in side view in Fig. 1 and in section in Figs.
2 and 4.) It is concaved to correspond with
the surface of the main plate, and is provided
with a slotted arm, whereby, by means of the
holding-screw t, it is secured to the frame of
the machine, and adjusted in any desired
position. I denotes the presser-bar, which is
provided with a spring and with a lifting-le
wer, as usual.
i •
K denotes in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 a press.
er-foot, for usewhen the sweats are not to be
turned, but are to be stitched through and
through from their front faces. This presser
foot has two faces, w and v', for engaging with
the two faces of the feed-barand of the work

plate. It is also provided with a transverse
slot, as at u, for the reception of the sweat

liningas it is fed with the hat to the stitching
asa guide for the upper or outer edge of the
lining.
*
L in Figs. 4 and 5 denotes a presser - foot
for stitching a lining, which is to be subse
quently turned. It is provided with two com
pressing-plates, w and v'. The plate w is for
pressure upon the front face r of the work
plate, and the plate v' for pressure upon the
rear face. The plates w and v* have an open
intermediate space, as at w, between their ad
jacent edges, for the reception of the sweat
lining. The presser-foot is in the form of an
elongated loop, the interior of which affordsa
space through which the lining passes. It is
provided with a tubularneck at * for the re
mechanism. The inner end of this slot serves

ception of the presser-bar, and a set-screw for
securing it thereto. The plate vis provided

with a transverse slot at w° for receiving the
the edge of the lining.
On Sheet 3 I show the stitching mechanism
combined with an ordinary flat work - plate.
The fralne of this machine is unlike that pre
viously described, and will be seen to be of
ordinary construction. It is only mecessary
to explain that the looper F", as a whole, is
i similar to that already described, having the
rock-shaft l', the looper-book m, and spread

lining, and its lower end serves asa guide for

ing-hook n", operating in conjunction with the
cast-off 0". The two hooks areslightly differ
ent in form from those previously described,
and the same is true of the cast-off, but they
operate in precisely the same manner. The
looper is vibrated by means of a link, which
connects with a crank-pinon the driving-shaft,
as clearly shown in Fig. 17.
•
i The following description of the operation
of the stitching mechanism is applicable to
both forms of machine:
Referring to Fig. 7, it is to be understood
i thatthe needle is ascending afterhaving made
a stitch, and that the thread-loopis held by
the looper-hook m. As the needle next de
scends the looper moves toward the lefthand,
and in doing so the point of the spreading
hook n passes inside the loop, opens it, and

fully completed, the looper-hook mis relieved
of the loop by the cast-off the spreading-hook
n meantime maintaining control of the loop.
Now, as the looper next moves forward, the
needle has been suficiently elevated to open
a new loop for the hook m to engage with;
and as the needle continues to rise and the
looper to mowe forward, the spreading-hook
releases the previously-formed loop, and the
stitch is drawu tight by the tension devices

and the looper. The drawing out ofeach loop
by the looper tightens the next previous one;
| and as the spreading-hook and looper move
together, the spreading-hook is withdrawn
from the previous loop asfast as that loop is
tightened by the looper-hook in forming the
new loop. The thread is thus held nearly
tight during the action of the looper; but there
is no strain on the thread, except when the
looper-hook tightens the stitch, at which time
the take-up provides for the length of thread
mecessary for forming the next stitch, and a
firm seam can thus be made without danger
to the thread, ewen if the machine be operat
ing on full stiff hats with heavy linings.
I will now describe how, with my machine,
an unturned lining may bestitched into a hat.
The presser-foot being raised, a hat is placed.
on the work-plate, with its corner or outside
junction of side crown and brim in contact
with the junction of the two faces of the work
plate. The lining is then passed through the
guiding-slot u in presser foot K, and adjusted
beneath the foot with relation to the path of
the needle. The presser-foot is then lowered.
The hat is thus properly held against the two
faces of the feed-bar. The auxiliary work
plate H will be adjusted so as to afforda good
bearing for the side crown. In order to se
cure good results the hat must be guided ac
curately, and to do this it should be balanced
as near?y as possible on the serrated faces of
the feeding bar ordog, and this is readily ef.
fected by tipping the machine backward or
forward. For high-crown hats I prefer that
the brim should incline toward the operative,
and for low crowns I prefer the brim to incline
in the opposite direction. These preferences
are, howewer, modified somewhat by the shapes
of crown and brim, and no definite rule can
therefore be given in this connection. With
a little practice on any style of hat, this sys
tem of adjustment will render the guiding of
the lat almost automatic, leaving the opera
tive to attend specially to the guiding of the
lining. The auxiliary work-plate, by adjust
ment, will afford a good bearing for the hat,
whether it be larger at the crown than at the
bandor smaller. The machine is then putin
motion, and the lining stitched. The upper
edge of the lining is held in contact with the
guiding-surface at the end of the slotu, thus
securing a Stitch-line which is truly parallel
i with the edge of the lining.

Forstitching a turned lining into a hat the
presser-foot Kis removed, and the presser-foot
dle; and before this backward movement is Lapplied to the presser-bar, as indicated in

carries its lower end past the path of the nee
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Figs. 4 and 5. In this case the lining, wrong lar to each other, and a needle which moves
side up, is passed through the transverse guid in a line with, or parallel to, a line bisecting
ing-slot w°, with its lower edge extended into the angle of the work-plate, in combination
the open space in the bent arm of the foot, with a presser-foot, having two faces which
after which the machineis operated as before, correspond with the faces of the work-plate,
and after the stitching is completed the lining which pressesequally on bothfaces, and which
is turned down into the hat. Im both cases moves to and from the work-plates in a line
the needle enters closely adjacent to the inte parallel with the path of the needle, substan
rior junction of crown and brim, and forms tially as described.
the outside stitch-line suficiently above the 4. In a machine for stitching linings into
exterior junction to enable the band to fully hats, a work-plate, havinga frontface for sup
cover said, stitch-line.
•
*
porting the side crown, and a narrow rear
Havingthus described my invention, Iclaim face forsupporting the brim, mounted upon a
as new and desire to secure by these Letters standard, which projects above the driving
i shaft, and contains or supports the feeding
Patent–
1. Sewing mechanism, contained within or and stitch-forming mechanism, substantially
mounted upon aframe, which is axiallymount as described, whereby, a free open space is
ed upon a transverse driving-shaft, substan afforded at the rear of the standard above the
tially as described, whereby the mechanism drivingshaft, and below the rear face of the
may be operated while the machine is set in work-plate, for the reception of the edge of
|
any desired position with relation to its driv stiff curled brims, asset forth.
i 5. In a machine for stitching linings into
ing-shaft, asset forth.
c
2. The combination, with a cast-off of a hats, the combination, with the main work
looper, composed of two hooks, which project plate, of an auxiliary adjustable Work-plate,
as described.
in opposite directions, areunited to each other, substantially
are wibratedtogether, andarranged with rela 6. Thre presser-foot L, provided with two
tion to a needle, substantially as described, compressing faces and an intermediate space
whereby one of said hooks draws outa loop between the two faces for the reception of a
from the needle and the other hook spreads sweat-lining, substantially as described.
the loop, carries the lower end thereof past 7. A presser-foot, having two pressing-faces
the path of the needle, and maintains control and a transverse open slot in one of the faces,
of the loop after the cast-off hasieleased it substantially as described.
RUIDOLF EICKIEMEYER,
i from the looper-hook, substantially as de
Witnesses:
Scribed.
| .
3. In a machine for stitching linings into
JAs. G. WooDwoRTH,

hats, a work-plate, havingtwo faces rectangu

W. H. DOTY.
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